Referee Feedback Form

Name ___________________________________________ Date/Time __________________________

Home Team ___________________________________ Away Team ______________________________

Competition/Grade __________________________ Venue ______________________________________

Degree of Difficulty
- Low
- Medium
- High

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

KPI 1 Did the referee protect player safety by correctly interpreting & applying the Laws?  ____________
  - Yes  - No

KPI 2 Was the image of the game protected (technical area)?  ____________
  - Yes  - No

KPI 3 Was the image of the game protected (dealing with melees)?  ____________
  - Yes  - No

KPI 4 Did the referee deal with dissent appropriately?  ____________
  - Yes  - No

Correct Interpretations

The referee correctly applied the laws ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Consistency

The referee dealt with similar incidents in a similar way  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Advantage

The referee applied advantage at the appropriate times  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Positioning

The referee ran for an angle ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee stayed close to play ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee used targeting ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Player Management

The referee communicated with players ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee built chains of agreement ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee used a number of player management techniques ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Situation Management

Restarts of play were taken from the correct spot ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee applied the wall management policy ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

The referee co-operated with the AR’s ...........................................  ____________
  - Seldom  - Sometimes  - Generally  - Always

Coaching Comments

Coaches name and signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________________

This form is to be used for assessments as part of the process of upgrading a match officials qualification from Level 4 Referee to Level 3 Referee.

The referee must meet all KPIs and must be marked either “Generally” or “Always” in all of the criteria in a match to be deemed as being competent for that match.